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Abstract—Internet users are very familiar with the results of
a search query displayed as a ranked list of snippets. Each
textual snippet shows a content summary of the referred web
page and a link to it. This display has many advantages, e.g.,
it affords easy navigation and is straightforward to interpret.
Nonetheless, any user of search engines could possibly report
some experience of disappointment with this metaphor. Indeed,
it has limitations in particular situations, as it fails to provide
an overview of the document collection retrieved. Several search
tasks would be easier if users were shown an overview of the
returned documents, organized so as to reflect how related
they are, content-wise. We propose a visualization technique to
display the results of web queries aimed at overcoming such
limitations. It combines the neighborhood preservation capabil-
ity of multidimensional projections with the familiar snippet-
based representation by employing a multidimensional projection
to derive two-dimensional layouts of the query search results
that preserve text similarity relations, or neighborhoods. If the
snippets are displayed directly according to the derived layout
they will overlap considerably, producing a poor visualization.
We overcome this problem by defining an energy functional
that considers both the overlapping amongst snippets and the
preservation of the neighborhood structure as given in the
projected layout. The resulting visualization conveys both a global
view of the query results and visual groupings that reflect related
results∗.

Keywords-Information Visualization; Visual Data Mining; Mul-
tidimensional Projection; Web Search Visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

Searching for information on the Internet is routine task to
millions of users. The typical procedure consists in providing
textual queries to a search engine, which returns a ranked list
of textual snippets each containing a content summary and a
link to the referred document (or web page). A ranked list
of snippets is quite simple, straightforward to interpret, and it
turns out to be effective in focused search tasks that require
locating a particular web page or document [1]. Nonetheless,
it also has limitations likely to hamper user experience when
exploring and analyzing search results in other scenarios.
In fact, a ranked list fails to provide an overview of the
collection of retrieved documents, making it difficult and
time consuming to figure out how documents are related
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contentwise. For example, if a user queries Google’s search
engine on the keywords “jaguar features”, the first returned
page lists snippets on at least four distinct subjects, namely,
the animal, the car brand, a fan club of old Jaguar cars, and
a video game console.

Information visualization tools offer users more flexible
mechanisms for inspecting and navigating the result of tex-
tual queries. Some existing methods preserve the snippet list
paradigm while enhancing it with visual resources such as
color glyphs and tag clouds, attempting to convey more infor-
mation on the contents of the returned documents. Although
interesting and potentially useful, those visual resources reveal
no information on the structure of document neighborhoods,
that is, which documents share similar content and how many
different subjects appear in the search results. Other classes
of methods depart from the ranked list paradigm and come
up with alternatives such as thumbnails and dimensionality
reduction, which favor better understanding of document con-
tent and the identification of groups of similar documents.
However, those methods tend to be visually more intricate, de-
manding from users greater effort to locate and inspect specific
documents. Moreover, current methods process the full content
of each document a priori to create a visualization, therefore
incurring in an added computational cost that prevents their
easy plugging into standard search engines.

The technique introduced in this work is effective for visu-
alizing textual query results whilst overcoming the drawbacks
just discussed. It exploits the intrinsic neighborhood preserva-
tion nature of multidimensional projections to obtain a snippet-
based two-dimensional layout that preserves the simplicity and
usability of textual snippets while emphasizing content related
groups of documents. The unique combination of a similarity-
based layout with the textual snippets brings out a powerful
mechanism to organize and present textual search results that
retains the familiar snippet paradigm, thus avoiding complex
interfaces and visual metaphors. Moreover, the visualization
is created only from the information in the textual snippets,
rendering the proposed method computationally efficient and
easy to plug into conventional search engines.

The proposed method relies on an energy functional that
considers both the overlapping between snippets and the
neighborhood structure of returned documents. The minimum
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energy of such functional provides a neighborhood preserving
two-dimensional arrangement of the textual snippets with
minimum overlap. Snippet size can change according to prop-
erties such as document rank and colors can be employed to
highlight clusters of similar documents.

Contributions:

• 2D Snippet Layout: A new method, which we call Proj-
Snippet, to display the results of textual queries that inte-
grates textual snippets and a multidimensional projection
layout into a simple and intuitive visualization.
• Energy Functional: The ProjSnippet layout relies on a

new overlap removal energy functional that considers both
the neighborhood relations between snippets and their
overlapping in the visual space.

II. PROJSNIPPET

The proposed technique comprises three steps as shown
in the pipeline in Fig. 1: pre-processing of search results,
multidimensional projection, and optimization. In the first step
each entry returned from a textual query is processed and
its term frequency vector extracted (see [2] for details on
term frequency extraction). Stemming and stopword removal
are applied and Luhn’s lower and upper cuts established
to compute the tf-idf vector representation of each snippet.
Only the summary texts contained in the hits are processed,
rather than the full content of the referred documents or web
pages, which renders the visualization algorithm fast. This is a
important requirement, e.g. for interactivity and for plugging
the solution into standard browsers.

Each term frequency vector may be handled as a point in
a high-dimensional space that can be mapped to the visual
space with a multidimensional projection technique. Albeit our
current implementation adopts the Least Squares Projection
(LSP) [3] – due to its good accuracy in distance preservation
and low computational cost – any projection technique with
similar properties might be employed (see [4] for an up-to-
date survey of efficient multidimensional projection methods).
The projection preserves much of the neighborhood structure
of the original data, ensuring that similar instances are placed
close to each other in the visual space.

The following step is to embed the content of each snippet
within a rectangle whose bottom left corner is placed in the
snippet’s projected position. A rectangle’s height and width
are settled according to the rank of its corresponding snippet
in the retrieved document list, so that higher ranked snippets
are assigned larger rectangles. The k-means++ algorithm is
applied to the projected layout to identify clusters of similar
documents (taking as metric the Euclidean distance in the
visual space), and rectangles in the same cluster may be
assigned the same color to highlight groups.

A major drawback at this stage of the pipeline is that rect-
angles enclosing the snippets overlap considerably, impairing
identification of individual entries and the perception of the
document neighborhood structure. The final step (rightmost
box in Fig. 1) optimizes the placement of the snippets so as

to avoid overlapping while preserving data neighborhoods as
computed by the projection. The optimization is driven by an
energy functional, detailed next.

A. The Energy Functional

The energy functional E comprises two components, one
that takes into account the overlap of snippets, denoted by
EO, and a second component related to the neighborhood
relations resulting from the projection step, denoted by EN .
In mathematical terms, the energy E is written as:

E = (1−α)EO +αEN (1)

where the parameter α ∈ [0,1] balances the relative contribu-
tions of both EO and EN in the total energy.

Energy E, as well as EO and EN , are functions of the
coordinates of the bottom-left corners of the rectangles embed-
ding the snippets, which initially correspond to the projected
coordinates of the high-dimensional snippet vectors.

Overlapping Energy Aiming at enhancing overall visibility
and readability of the visualization, the energy EO must be
defined so as to minimize the overlap/intersection of nearby
snippets. This is achieved with a function that measures the
distance between the left corners of the rectangles. This func-
tion is smooth, attains its minimum value when no overlapping
takes place and takes higher values when rectangle overlap is
greater. Smoothness is an important property here, as it allows
resorting to simple and efficient optimization methods which
are mandatory for quick generation of the final visualization.

Let ~x,~y ∈ Rn be the coordinate vectors of the bottom left
corner of each rectangle and ~v,~h ∈ Rn be vectors whose
components are the vertical and horizontal dimensions of each
rectangle. We first define two auxiliary functions to simplify
the presentation:
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where xi,hi and x j,h j denote, respectively, the x-coordinates
of the bottom left corner and the lengths of rectangles i and
j. Notice that Oi, j(~x,~h) is zero when there is no horizontal
overlapping of rectangles i and j and attains its maximum
value of 1 when the x-coordinate of the left corners of
both rectangles coincide. Function Oi, j works similarly if y-
coordinates and heights are used as arguments, i.e., Oi, j(~y,~v).

From definitions above we set EO as:

EO =
2

n(n+1)

n
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i=1

n
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[
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where n is the number of projected points. The definition of
Oi, j clearly guarantees that EO is continuously differentiable
and it ranges in the interval [0,1].



Fig. 1. Pipeline to generate the neighborhood-preserving snippet visualization. Snippet textual content is processed and represented as high-dimensional data
points (left). The high-dimensional data is mapped to the visual space and snippets are embedded into rectangles (middle). Optimization is applied to avoid
overlap while preserving neighborhoods.
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(b) E = 1
2 (EO +EN)

Fig. 2. a) Layout without optimization; b) both energies EO and EN combined
(α = 0.5).

Neighborhood Energy The minimization of EO spreads
textual snippets in the visual space so as to prevent rectan-
gles from overlapping. However, this minimization process is
likely to spoil the neighborhood structure established by the
multidimensional projection, placing similar snippets far apart
in the final visualization.

The energy term EN is introduced to balance the effect of the
overlapping energy during optimization. In practice, the energy
EN is defined from a k-nearest-neighbor graph G constructed
from the projected “snippet-vectors” (our implementation uses
k = 10). In order to ensure G is connected, any disconnected
components resulting from constructing the k-nearest-neighbor
graph are connected by adding to G the shortest edge between

them.
Let L be the n×n matrix with entries li j given by:

li j =

 −1/|i| if j 6= i and i j is an edge of G
1 if j = i
0 otherwise

(3)

where |i| is the valence of node i.
Denoting by ~x0 and ~y0 the x and y coordinate vectors

of the nodes of G (recall that ~x0 and ~y0 result from the
multidimensional projection step) we define the differential
vectors ~δx and ~δy as:

~δx = L~x0, ~δy = L~y0. (4)

Notice that the components of ~δx and ~δy are given, respectively,
by:

x0
i −

1
|Ni| ∑

j∈Ni

x0
j , y0

i −
1
|Ni| ∑

j∈Ni

y0
j (5)

In less mathematical terms, ~δx and ~δy measure how much
each node deviates from the average of its neighbors. There-
fore, we define the neighborhood energy as

EN =
n2

2
(∥∥~δx

∥∥2
+
∥∥~δy
∥∥2) (∥∥L~x−w~δx

∥∥2
+
∥∥L~y−w~δy

∥∥2
)

. (6)

It is not difficult to realize that EN will be minimal when~x and
~y are such that their differentials L~x and L~y are proportional
to the initial differentials ~δx and ~δy. In other words, the
energy term EN is minimized when neighborhood relations
are preserved during optimization. The unknown w is added
to the optimization to ensure that any scale of the points is a
minimum of the neighborhood energy (w is optimized together
with ~δx and ~δy).

The normalization factor n2

2

(∥∥~δx
∥∥2

2+
∥∥~δy
∥∥2

2

)−1 is necessary
to ensure that the range of EN is in the same order of magni-
tude as EO, so that both terms play similar roles (controlled
by the parameter α) in the total energy E.

Fig. 2 illustrates the result of performing the optimization
on the projected snippets shown in Fig. 2a. Fig. 2b shows the
outcome of the optimization procedure with both energy terms
equally balanced.

B. Computational Aspects and Implementation Details

Bounds related to the sizes of the visualization windows are
imposed as constraints for the minimization of the energy (1).



This is necessary since for a sufficiently large positive number
K, the coordinate vectors ~x = K~x0 and ~y = K~y0, (w = K)
correspond to a global minimizer of E, as no overlap should
happen and differentials are preserved by properly scaling the
layout. However, the minimal solution given by scaling is
prone to spread the snippets far apart, resulting in unpleasant
and useless visualizations.

Therefore, denoting the horizontal and vertical bounds of
the visualization window by xmin,xmax and ymin,ymax the mini-
mization problem becomes:

min (1−α)EO +αEN

s.t.: xmin ≤ xi ≤ xmax−hi, i = 1, . . . ,n
ymin ≤ yi ≤ ymax− vi, i = 1, . . . ,n.

(7)

which ensures that all rectangles lie within the visualization
window, therefore preventing an exaggerate scaling effect.

The minimization is accomplished by a globally convergent
local optimization method, namely the Method of Moving
Asymptotes, available from the NLopt library.
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Playstation-3/dp/B003C1I06U%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFT

[20]Batman (Two-Disc Special Edition)
Batman Actors: Michael Keaton, Jack Nicholson, Kim Basinger, Robert Wuhl,
Pat Hingle. Format: AC-3, Closed-captioned, Co...
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Two-Disc-Special-Edition-
Michael/dp/B000B5XOY8%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q

[21]Batman: The Black Mirror
Scott Snyder DC Comics Language English DC Comics Book Year 2011 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Black-Mirror-Scott-
Snyder/dp/140123206X%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%
26tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creati

[22]DC Comics Batman Gold Foil T-Shirt Size : Large
Hot Topic 100% cotton Wash cold; dry low Imported Listed in men's sizes Hot
Topic Apparel Size Large 
http://www.amazon.com/Comics-Batman-Gold-Foil-T-
Shirt/dp/B007HY7834%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%2

[23]The Dark Knight (Single-Disc Widescreen Edition)
DC Comics TESTED Warner Home Video DVD 
http://www.amazon.com/Dark-Knight-Single-Disc-Widescreen-
Edition/dp/B001GZ6QC4%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q
%26tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26cre

[24]Batman: Earth One
Geoff Johns Language English DC Comics Book Year 2012 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Earth-One-Geoff-
Johns/dp/1401232086%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%2
6tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creativ

[25]Batman The Dark Knight Child Gauntlet Gloves for Batman
Rubie's Costume Co Color Black Officially Licensed Batman The Dark Knight
accessory One size fits most children Made of ...
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Knight-Child-Gauntlet-
Gloves/dp/B0019LT4BA%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%

[26]Batman: The Animated Series, Volume Two (DC Comics Classic Collection)
Batman Warner Home Video DVD 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Animated-Series-Classic-
Collection/dp/B0002ZMHWM%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW
6Q%26tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26c

[27]Batman: Arkham City
Warner Bros Edition Standard Become the Dark Knight in a genuinely authentic
Batman experience with advanced, compelling...
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Arkham-City-
Xbox-360/dp/B002I0JAVK%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q

[28]Batman: Noel
Lee Bermejo DC Comics Edition hardcover Language English DC Comics Book
Year 2011 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Noel-Lee-
Bermejo/dp/1401232132%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q

[29]Fisher-Price Imaginext DC Super Friends Batcave (Frustration-Free Pack...
Fisher-Price Five activation points start the excitement all over the Batcave
Access all levels of the Batcave by turnin...
http://www.amazon.com/Fisher-Price-Imaginext-Friends-Frustration-Free-
Packaging/dp/B005C3HOR2%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW

[30]The Batman Files
Matthew Manning Language English Andrews McMeel Publishing Book Year
2011 
http://www.amazon.com/The-Batman-Files-Matthew-
Manning/dp/1449408222%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q

[31]The Dark Knight (+ BD Live) [Blu-ray]
DC Comics Condition: New Format: Blu-ray AC-3; Color; Dolby; Widescreen
Warner Home Video DVD 
http://www.amazon.com/The-Dark-Knight-Live-Blu-
ray/dp/B001GZ6QEC%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%26

[32]Junk Food Clothing Men's Batman Soft Vintage Pullover Sweater (Large)
Junk Food Color Pilot Blue Fabric: 60% Cotton, 40% Polyester. Apparel Size
Large 
http://www.amazon.com/Junk-Food-Clothing-Vintage-
Pullover/dp/B007IVJK4G%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q

[33]Batman
Movie 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman/dp/B000N54NGO%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIA
JKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%26tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%2
6camp%3D2025%26creative%3D165953%26creativeASIN%3DB000N54NGO

[34]Batman: The Long Halloween
Jeph Loeb DC Comics Language English DC Comics Book Year 2011 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Long-Halloween-Jeph-
Loeb/dp/1401232590%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%26
tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creative

[35]Batman: The Movie (Special Edition)
Fox Home Entertainment 20th Century Fox DVD 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-The-Movie-Special-
Edition/dp/B0016MOWPA%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q
%26tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26cre

[36]RoomMates RMK1149GM Batman: Gotham Guardian Giant Peel & Stick
Wall De...
RoomMates Color Black Assembled size 42" tall by 33" wide Easy to apply -
just peel and stick! Applies to any smooth sur...
http://www.amazon.com/RoomMates-RMK1149GM-Batman-Gotham-

[37]DC Comics Batman Logo Girls Tank Top Size : Small
Hot Topic 100% cotton Wash cold; dry low Imported Listed in junior sizes Hot
Topic Apparel Size Small 
http://www.amazon.com/Comics-Batman-Logo-Girls-
Tank/dp/B0079FQK3A%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%2

[38]Batman Arkham Asylum: Game of the Year Platinum Hits
Eidos Square Enix Edition Game of the Year Face off against Gotham's
greatest villains including The Joker, Harley Quinn...
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Arkham-Asylum-Platinum-
Xbox-360/dp/B003C1I0CO%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6

[39]The Essential Batman Encyclopedia
Robert Greenberger Language English Del Rey Book Year 2008 
http://www.amazon.com/Essential-Batman-Encyclopedia-Robert-
Greenberger/dp/0345501063%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW
6Q%26tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26c

[40]Fruit of the Loom Boys 2-7 Batman Underoos Prints Tee and Boxer Set, M...
Fruit of the Loom Color Multi Graphics are representative of character, but
actual prints may vary Boxer brief with plus...
http://www.amazon.com/Fruit-Loom-Batman-Underoos-
Prints/dp/B001G500Z8%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%

[41]Funko Batman Plushies
FunKo American Classic Soft and Cuddly Add to your collection! Ages 3 and up
Stylized and fun! Funko Toy 
http://www.amazon.com/FunKo-2089-Funko-Batman-
Plushies/dp/B003FYICXU%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q

[42]Batman: Dark Victory
Jeph Loeb Tim Sale DC Comics Language English DC Comics Book Year
2002 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Dark-Victory-Jeph-
Loeb/dp/1563898683%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%26

[43]Batman [Blu-ray]
Warner Brothers Condition: New Format: Blu-ray Color; Widescreen Warner
Home Video DVD 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Blu-ray-Michael-
Keaton/dp/B0039208JE%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%

[44]The Dark Knight: I Am Batman (I Can Read Book 2)
Catherine Hapka Language English HarperCollins Book Year 2008 
http://www.amazon.com/The-Dark-Knight-Batman-
Read/dp/0061561894%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%2
6tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creativ

[45]Mens DC Comics Batman Costume Hoodie S(turquoise)
Batman Color Turquoise Adult men's sizes Large front print design Printed
hood; unique look Officially licensed Apparel Size Small 
http://www.amazon.com/Comics-Batman-Costume-Hoodie-
turquoise/dp/B005H5Z48G%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6

[46]Batman Begins (Single-Disc Widescreen Edition)
DC Comics Warner Home Video DVD 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Begins-Single-Disc-Widescreen-
Edition/dp/B00005JNJV%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%
26tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creati

[47]Fisher-Price Hero World DC Super Friends Transforming Batmobile And
Ba...
Fisher-Price Batmobile transforms from a sleek Batmobile to a rough and tough
Bat-tumbler Turn the orange "actionator" t...
http://www.amazon.com/Fisher-Price-Friends-Transforming-Batmobile-

[48]Batman Vol. 1: The Court of Owls (The New 52)
Scott Snyder Language English DC Comics Book Year 2012 
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Vol-The-Court-
Owls/dp/1401235417%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q%26
tag%3Dsnippetquest-20%26linkCode%3Dxm2%26camp%3D2025%26creative

[49]Batman Arkham Asylum
Eidos Edition Standard Face off against Gotham's greatest villains including
The Joker, HARLEY QUINN, VICTOR ZSASZ and K...
http://www.amazon.com/Batman-Arkham-Asylum-
Playstation-3/dp/B001E8VB6O%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFT

[50]Bioworld Men's Batman Bat Signal Tee,Black,Medium
bioworld Color Black Officially licensed batman logo tee Printed on 100% cotton
Bioworld Apparel Size Medium 
http://www.amazon.com/Bioworld-Batman-Signal-Black-
Medium/dp/B003FSSPBA%3FSubscriptionId%3DAKIAJKD5R3RQUJGFTW6Q

(b) With carving strategy.

Fig. 3. Reducing white space with a carving mechanism.

Reducing White Space In order to reduce white space in
the final layout we implemented a simplified version of the
seam carving strategy [5]. The idea is to partition the snippet-
free regions of the visualization window into a rectilinear grid,
as illustrated in Fig. 3a. Seams are then created by collapsing
rectangular grid cells from left to right and then from top to
down. A cell is collapsed if and only if all the snippets in the

clusters affected by the collapse can be moved horizontally or
vertically. If only part of a cluster can be moved no collapsing
is performed. Such a simple carving mechanism runs quickly
and it obviously preserves the clusters, resulting in pleasant
layouts (see Fig. 3b). There are more sophisticated carving
strategies able to further remove white space, but they are
computationally costly and tend to mess neighborhoods.

III. RESULTS, COMPARISONS AND EVALUATION

In the following we present examples illustrating the Proj-
Snippet visualization and its capability to globally convey
the results of a web query while emphasizing related hits
in a meaningful way. A k-means++ clustering has been
applied just to color the rectangles to visually highlight groups
of similar snippets and provide some visual segregation to
facilitate user inspection. The optimization procedure has been
performed with α = 0.3 (our default value).

(a) First page of
Google

[1]Jaguars, Jaguar Pictures, Jaguar Facts - National Geographic
Photo: A young female jaguar stopped in its tracks. Jaguars ... In some traditions
the Jaguar God...
http://animals.nationalgeographic.com/animals/mammals/jaguar/[2]Jaguar International - XF Models and Features

Jaguar XF: A sporting saloon with a choice of four trim levels and six engines
including 3.0 Litre V6 Diesel S....
http://www.jaguar.com/gl/en/xf/models_features/

[3]Jaguar USA - EXTERNAL FEATURES
Elegant design features enhance the bold, sporting profile of the XJ. ... All XJ
models feature a...
http://www.jaguar.com/us/en/new_xj/models_and_pricing/features/exterior_feature
s

[4]Jaguar Specifications | Engine Performance & Jaguar Features ...
The Motor Trend used car buyer's guide has detailed used Jaguar specifications,
performance, standard equip...
http://www.motortrend.com/used_cars/01/jaguar/specifications/

[5]Atari Jaguar - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
RAM: 2 MB on a 64-bit bus using 4 16-bit fast page mode DRAMs; Storage:
Cartridge up to 6 MB; DSP-port (JagLink) ...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atari_Jaguar

[6]Pear-Shaped Tripod Vessel with Modeled Jaguar Features | Michael ...
Pear-Shaped Tripod Vessel with Modeled Jaguar Features. Central America,
Costa Rica/Nicaragua, Greater Nicoya, ...
http://carlos.emory.edu/pataky_jaguar

[7]Jaguar Specifications, Options, & Jaguar Car Features at ...
View comprehensive Jaguar specifications and car data at Automobile Magazine
.
http://www.automobilemag.com/new_car_specifications/01/jaguar/index.html

[8]Jaguar XK Features | Jaguar USA
The Jaguar XK features classic, ground-hugging proportions, with sweeping,
athletic lines that hold imme...
http://www.jaguarusa.com/models/xk/features/

[9]Jaguar International - XK Models and Features
Available in coupe or convertible bodystyles, the XK is available with a choice of
two performance engines. Find out m...
http://www.jaguar.com/gl/en/xk/models_features/

[10]Jaguar Australia - The Jaguar XF models and features
Jaguar XF: A sporting saloon with a choice of four trim levels and four engines
including 3.0l Diesel S. Find o...
http://www.jaguar.com/au/en/xf/models_features/

[11]National Center for Computational Sciences Jaguar
The new 1.64-petaflop Cray XT Jaguar features more than 180000 processing
cores, each with 2 gigabytes of local...
http://www.nccs.gov/jaguar/

[12]Jaguar Car Safety Features | eHow.com
Jaguar Car Safety Features. Jaguars come with a higher price tag than many
other available vehicles. Tha...
http://www.ehow.com/list_5761641_jaguar-car-safety-features.html

[13]Xclusively Jaguar - Features - For all your Jaguar needs.... Jaguar .....
Esta-jane Mace was nominated by her employer, Jaguar Land Rover, as a
potential candidate for the City of Coven...
http://www.xclusively-jaguar.co.uk/xj06_features.php

[14]2011 Jaguar XJ Base Sedan 5.0L V8 6-speed Automatic Features ...
A review of the 2011 Jaguar XJ that covers pros and cons, available options,
powertrains and overall driving performance.
http://www.edmunds.com/jaguar/xj/2011/features-specs.html

[15]2012 Jaguar XF Portfolio 4dr Sedan Safety Ratings and Features
Review standard and optional 2012 Jaguar XF Portfolio 4dr Sedan safety
features and ratings from the IIH...
http://autos.aol.com/cars-Jaguar-XF-2012-Portfolio__4dr_Sedan/safety-features/

[16]2012 Jaguar C-X16 Concept Review - Pictures, features, specs ...
Sep 7, 2011 ... All about the new 2012 Jaguar C-X16 Concept car: review,
official photos, features
http://www.autospectator.com/cars/models/2012-jaguar-c-x16-concept-
review-pictures-features-specs

[17]Mac OS X v10.2 - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
1 System requirements; 2 New and changed features. 2.1 End-user features;
2.2 New application in Jagu...
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mac_OS_X_v10.2

[18]Standard Features - 2011 Jaguar XJ XJL Supercharged - Yahoo ...
Yahoo! Autos - standard features for the 2011 Jaguar XJ ...
http://autos.yahoo.com/jaguar/xj/2011/xjl-supercharged/features.html

[19]Unintentional Exotics: Jaguar X-type Wagon and Lexus IS300 ...
Car and Driver presents Unintentional Exotics: Jaguar X-type Wagon and
Lexus IS300 SportCross. Read expert vehi...
http://www.caranddriver.com/features/unintentional-exotics-jaguar-x-type-
wagon-and-lexus-is300-sportcross

[20]HowStuffWorks "Jaguar XK-150 Features"
Jaguar\'s XK-150 was the first Jaguar model to include all-disc brakes. Learn
all about the featu...
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/1949-1961-jaguar-xk-sports-cars6.htm

[21]1999 Jaguar XJ8 VDP Stk#U1118 features and test drive 2 - YouTube
Mar 30, 2011 ... 1999 Jaguar XJ8 VDP Stk#U1118 features and test drive 2.
http://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3D5DE0yqQIAHM

[22]Used Jaguar Safety Ratings & Features - Motor Trend Magazine
Find out about Jaguar safety features in the Motor Trend used car buyer's
guide: view used Jaguar...
http://www.motortrend.com/used_cars/01/jaguar/safety/

[23]2006 Jaguar XJ Series Specs and Features - MSN Autos
View specs and features for the 2006 Jaguar XJ Series. Read reviews,
compare ratings, view pictures, and more.
http://autos.msn.com/research/vip/Spec_Glance.aspx%3Fyear%3D2006%26m
ake%3DJaguar%26model%3DXJ%2520Series

[24]DailyTech - Jaguar C-X75 Concept Features Four Electric Motors ...
Sep 29, 2010 ... Jaguar's supercar concept uses four electric motors and two
gas turbine generators.
http://www.dailytech.com/Jaguar%2BCX75%2BConcept%2BFeatures%2BFour
%2BElectric%2BMotors%2BTwo%2BGas%2BTurbines/article19757.htm

[25]What safety features does the 2012 Jaguar XJ Supersport have?
What safety features does the 2012 Jaguar XJ Supersport have? The 2012
Jaguar XJ Supersport has t...
http://cars.findthebest.com/q/832/3245/What-safety-features-does-the-2012-
Jaguar-XJ-Supersport-have

[26]Dutch house features a vintage Jaguar re-conditioned as a bookshelf
Mar 9, 2012 ... Auto enthusiasts always find an exclusive way to show off their
passion for autos; either they ...
http://www.bornrich.com/dutch-house-features-vintage-jaguar-conditioned-as-
bookshelf.html

[27]Global Aircraft -- Jaguar
Jaguar Features. The Armee de l'Air took delivery of the first production
Jaguar in 1973, one of an eventua...
http://www.globalaircraft.org/planes/jaguar.pl

[28]Jaguar XF Diesel India Specifications Features Price
Nov 29, 2010 ... Jaguar has launched its premium luxury sedan the Jaguar XF
in India at a premium...
http://www.carblogindia.com/jaguar-xf-diesel-india-specifications-features-price/

[29]Jaguar S-Type Safety Ratings & Features at UsedCarsPlus.com
Find Jaguar S-Type safety ratings, used car crash test results, and auto safety
data available at UsedCarsPlus.com.
http://www.usedcarsplus.com/jaguar-safety/s-type/index.html

[30]2012 Jaguar XJ Sedan Ratings, Reviews, Pictures, Features | J.D. ...
Learn more about the 2012 Jaguar XJ Sedan at J.D. Power. View ratings,
reviews, pictures, and features of the 2012 Jaguar XJ.
http://autos.jdpower.com/research/showroom-detail/2012-Jaguar-XJ-
Sedan/index.htm

[31]Jaguar | Spesification Features New Car and Used Car Pictures ...
May 20, 2011 ... Detail 2011 Jaguar E-Type Speedster Front Anggle View.
Here are 2011 Jaguar E-Ty...
http://autopartcar.com/category/jaguar/

[32]Animals - Jaguar
Learn about the Jaguar. ... Name: Jaguar, Panthera onca, related to the
Leopard, Lion and Tiger. ...
http://www.kidsturncentral.com/animals/jaguar.htm

[33]Jaguar USA - XJ Features
The Icon Reimagined. The most well-appointed Jaguar ever, the XJ sets new
standards in design, performance and ...
http://www.jaguar.com/us/en/new_xj/models_and_pricing/features/

[34]2012 Jaguar XJ 4dr Sdn XJL Specs and Features | U.S. News Best ...
View detailed specs and features for the 2012 Jaguar XJ 4dr Sdn XJL at U.S.
News.
http://usnews.rankingsandreviews.com/cars-
trucks/Jaguar_XJ/2012/specs/Jaguar-4dr-Sdn-XJL-334766/

[35]Jaguar: The Rainforest Animal
Sep 22, 2011 ... The unique feature of this species is the rosette-shaped spots
on the body. A jaguar...
http://www.buzzle.com/articles/jaguar-the-rainforest-animal.html

[36]Artist Bill Neale Features Jaguar and Bugatti for Pebble Beach ...
Jul 28, 2009 ... Automotive Fine Arts Society member Bill Neale will honor two
of the greatest European marques...
http://www.sportscardigest.com/artist-bill-neale-features-jaguar-and-bugatti-for-
pebble/

[37]2010 Jaguar XJ - Price, Photos, Reviews & Features
Research 2010 Jaguar XJ cars. Get discounted quotes, dealer pricing, do
comparisons, read reviews and more. Fre...
http://www.newcars.com/jaguar/xj/2010

[38]2011 Jaguar XF Base Sedan 5.0L V8 6-speed Automatic Features ...
A review of the 2011 Jaguar XF that covers pros and cons, available options,
powertrains and overall driving performance.
http://www.edmunds.com/jaguar/xf/2011/features-specs.html

[39]The Supersonic Jaguar D-Type - Features - European Car Magazine
Check out this Feature Review that we have on the The Supersonic Jaguar D-
Type, brought to you by European Car Magazine.
http://www.europeancarweb.com/features/0412ec_jaguar_d_type/viewall.html

[40]Jim Burke Jaguar Digital Brochures Birmingham | Jaguar Specs ...
Jaguar Brochures: Looking for Jaguar specs and features? Get them all ... For
South Birmingham and Birmingham a...
http://www.jimburkejaguarcars.com/digital-brochures.aspx

[41]Jaguar Car Dealers New Features - Barrett Motor Cars
Rarely do Jaguar car dealers offer revolutionary features, but this month the
company hinted that its li...
http://www.barrettmotorcars.com/jaguar/jaguar-car-dealers-may-soon-offer-
new-features/

[42]2012 Jaguar XK Features Review - The Car Connection
Sep 1, 2011 ... Get the latest reviews of the 2012 Jaguar XK. Find buying
advice, pictures, expert ratin...
http://www.thecarconnection.com/review/1065369_2012-jaguar-xk_features_6

[43]SEPECAT Jaguar Ground Attack Aircraft - Airforce Technology
The Jaguar M is a naval version principally deployed for maritime patrol
missions . Deployed by the French Navy,...
http://www.airforce-technology.com/projects/sepecat-jaguar/

[44]Total Guitar Features Kurt Cobain Jaguar | Fender Front Row Blog
Oct 17, 2011 ... Kurt Cobain gets the cover treatment in the latest Total Guitar
magazine, which features
http://www.fender.com/blog/total-guitar-features-kurt-cobain-jaguar/

[45]Jaguar XF Features | Jaguar USA
The Jaguar XF fuses sports car styling and performance with the refinement,
features and space of a luxury sedan.
http://www.jaguarusa.com/models/xf/features/

[46]Jaguar supercomputer harnesses heat for fusion energy
Apr 15, 2011 ... University of California-Irvine researcher Zhihong Lin is using
the Jaguar supercompute...
http://www.ornl.gov/info/features/get_feature.cfm%3FFeatureNumber%3Df201
10415-00

[47]The Auto Channel--Jaguar XK8 Features
Even as it sets a new course in Jaguar styling, the dramatic shape of the 1997
XK8 draws inspiration from Ja...
http://www.theautochannel.com/news/events/jaguar/press/xK8features.html

[48]Jaguar XF India, Jaguar XF Price, Jaguar XF Features
Jaguar XF - Get informed about Jaguar XF including information on Jaguar
XF technical specificati...
http://www.surfindia.com/automobile/jaguar-xf.html

[49]2011 Jaguar XF Saftey Features
Find 2011 Jaguar XF safety reviews, prices, performance breakdowns,
pictures, comparisons, specs and buying advice.
http://www.bebo.com/new-cars/2011-jaguar-xf/safety/

[50]Jaguar Hybrid Concept Features Four Motors, 780 Horsepower ...
Nov 29, 2010 ... Nov. 29, 2010 - Jaguar has unveiled a new plug-in supercar
concept in the form of the C...
http://www.geek.com/articles/gadgets/jaguar-hybrid-concept-features-four-
motors-780-horsepower-20101129/

[51]Jaguar Luxury Remi Hair
Jaguar product line includes only Remi quality products. Jaguar Remi products
are crafted for durability...
http://www.lfhair.com/jaguar-hair/index.php

[52]Tata Cars in India: Jaguar XK price, features and specifications
Jan 16, 2012 ... All the available Jaguar car models have direct competition to
these luxury brands in t...
http://tata-cars-india.blogspot.com/2012/01/jaguar-xk-price-features-and.html

[53]CEREMONIAL AXE WITH WERE-JAGUAR FEATURES - OLMEC ...
CEREMONIAL AXE WITH WERE-JAGUAR FEATURES. OLMEC - Mexico.
900 - 300 B.C.. Height : 26 cm; Width : 13.3 cm; Dept...
http://www.galerie-mermoz.com/en/objects/ceremonial-axe-with-were-jaguar-
features.html
[54]Jaguar Pools-Water Features Los Angeles-Southern California ...
Jaguar Pools provides Southern California with high quality pool remodeling
services: re-plastering, spa additi...
http://www.jaguarpools.com/pool-remodeling-services/pool-water-features/

[55]Jaguar XJR-9 | Features | evo
Twenty years ago John Barker watched this very Jaguar XJR-9 win Le Mans.
Now he's going to drive it, in ful...
http://www.evo.co.uk/features/features/223851/jaguar_xjr9.html

[56]2012 Jaguar XJ Safety Ratings and Features-Vehix
2012 Jaguar XJ Safety Ratings and Features. Review NHTSA safety ratings
and safety features such ...
http://www.vehix.com/car-reviews/2012/jaguar/xj/safety-ratings-features

[57]Oak Ridge 'Jaguar' supercomputer is World's fastest
Nov 16, 2009 ... Oak Ridge 'Jaguar' supercomputer is World's fastest. Enlarge.
The Cray XT Jagua...
http://www.physorg.com/news177608722.html

[58]Jaguar XJ,Jaguar XJ Specifications,Jaguar XJ Price,Features
Jaguar XJ review at auto.indiamart.com. Read about Jaguar XJ Price:Rs. 94,
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(b) ProjSnippet showing 64 snippets (more than six
Google’s pages)

Fig. 4. Google view and ProjSnippet view of the results of a query with
terms “jaguar features”.

The first example illustrates a visualization displaying the
results of a query on the terms “jaguar features” submitted
to Google’s search engine. The view in Fig. 4a shows the
first page from Google, listing the 10 best ranked snippets.
Fig. 4b displays a ProjSnippet view with the 64 best ranked
snippets, equivalent in content to more than six Google pages.
Inspecting this visualization one notices that the snippets on
the left (cyan, red, blue, yellow) all refer to different models
of Jaguar cars, whereas the green ones on the right refer to a
surprising variety of topics. Those include multiple references
to the wild animal (3 snippets) and also to supercomputer
models named Jaguar (2 instances). There are also unique
references to an earlier MacOs operating system named Jaguar,
to a video game, a swimming pool brand, a hair product brand,
an aircraft model and a few other varied stuff. Looking at the
snippets in the left area, one identifies that most snippets in
the blue cluster contain general references to the car brand,
whereas the each of the three other clusters refer mostly to
a specific Jaguar model, namely most yellow snippets refer
to the XK model, cyan snippets refer to XJ and red to XF
models. There are some noticeable exceptions, e.g., a yellow
snippet refers to the XF model and a blue one refers to
the XJ model. Still, overall the final layout does a very
good job of depicting a global view of the search hits, as



far grouping/separating similar/dissimilar results is concerned.
Notice that it is pretty difficult to handle such a variety topics
and subtopics in Google’s list-based view, which indeed brings
only cars, animals and the game as the topics in the first page.
Users can interact with the visualizations to navigate directly
from the snippets, e.g., to further inspect page contents, as
afforded by the conventional list-based metaphor.

The effect of varying the parameter α (in equation (1)) is
illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows optimized layouts (without
applying the carving mechanism) of the results from a query
on terms “wave applications” posed to Bing’s search engine.
In Fig. 5a only the overlapping energy has been considered
(α = 0). There is no overlapping, but neighborhoods are
clearly not preserved and snippets are far too spread. Inspect-
ing Fig. 5(b, c, d) one observes how similar snippets get more
tightly connect as α values increase. Notice that even with
large values of α (α = 0.8 in Fig. 5d) the snippets do not
overlap unduly, showing the robustness of ProjSnippet.

A. Comparing with Overlapping Removal Heuristics

In order to assess the effectiveness of the overlap removal
mechanism built into ProjSnippet we have compared it with
four well-known heuristics that avoid overlapping while still
preserving the semantic relations as much as possible, namely,
VPSC, PRISM, Voronoi-based and RWordle-C (a brief review
of these can be inspected in [6]), regarding the following
metrics:

Euclidean distance: this metric measures how much the boxes
move during the overlap removal process. Less movement is
preferred, since the original configuration is better preserved.
Layout similarity: this metric attempts to quantify how much
neighborhood structures are affected by the overlap removal
mechanism and it is derived from the Frobenius metric.
Size increase: determines the relative changes in size as well
as the compactness of the representation.
Neighborhood preservation: it computes the average percent-
age of preservation of the k-nearest neighbors of each box in
the final layout.

Fig. 6 shows the layouts produced by the algorithms when
applied to some different data sets (extracted from Amazon,
Google and Bing web search engines). One notices that
ProjSnippet achieves more pleasing visual results, as compared
with existing heuristics. On a first glance, its layouts resemble
those obtained by RWordle-C, but ProjSnippet is more effec-
tive to maintain similar elements grouped together (notice, for
example, the red group for “Jaguar Features”).

Fig. 7 summarizes the quantitative results of the above met-
rics. Notice that ProjSnippet performed quite well, resulting in
better values than the other methods, in most cases.

Fig. 8 shows a plot that considers all metrics simultaneously.
Each overlap removal technique has been represented as
a four-dimensinal vector (Ea,σa,Sa,ka), where Ea,σa,Sa,ka
are the average values of the metrics E,σ ,S, and k-nearest
neighbors computed for each technique, over all data sets.
The points denoted by “best”, “average”, and “worst” in Fig. 8

Fig. 8. Comparison of overlap removal methods regarding the four metrics
simultaneously.

were created artificially as four dimensional vectors contain-
ing the better, average and worst results computed taking
account all methods. The multidimensional projection method
LAMP [4] was used to project the four dimensional data to the
visual space. The technique closer to “best” is the one that,
on average, has shown the best performance, relative to all
metrics. One can clearly sees that ProjSnippet is the technique
closer to the best result.

IV. CONCLUSION

We introduced ProjSnippet, a novel technique to visualize
the collection of textual snippets returned from a web query.
The method builds intuitive and meaningful layouts that op-
timize the placement of snippets by employing an innovative
energy functional that considers both overlapping removal and
preservation of neighborhood structures.

We showed results illustrating how the ProjSnippet layouts
convey a global view of the results from a query while allow-
ing for identifying similar content through a clustering mech-
anism. Since ProjSnippet relies only on information extracted
from the textual snippets, it can be plugged into search engines
in a straightforward manner, with a modest impact on the
computational times. The unique combination of simplicity,
low computational cost, and flexibility renders ProjSnippet an
attractive alternative for visualizing web queries results. We
are currently investigating interactive mechanisms to enable a
free navigation in the snippet-based layout.
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(d) α = 0.8

Fig. 5. Effect of varying parameter α .

Fig. 6. Layouts produced by ProjSnippet, VPSC, PRISM, Voronoi-based, and RWordle-C for five distinct data sets.
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increasing, and Neighborhood preservation (d).
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